Ultra High Efficiency Coalescing Element

Boost your Compressor’s Energy Efficiency

The FRICK® SuperCoalescer™ is the highest efficiency coalescing element available. Start optimizing your equipment’s energy efficiency with a significantly lower rate of oil loss.

Innovative Technology

The SuperCoalescer™ utilizes new technology allowing your compressor’s oil separator to operate at higher velocities while providing increased energy efficiency.

Factory Installed or Field Retrofit

The SuperCoalescer™ is available for all new RWF II and RXF compressor packages as well as your existing RWB, RDB, RWF, RXF, and RXB compressor packages.

The SuperCoalescer™ - Why you Need it

Higher efficiency means less oil carryover and a lower pressure drop across the SuperCoalescer™.

All of this allows you to operate at lower condensing temperatures while eliminating the need for larger diameter oil separators.

Engineering Excellence

FRICK engineers have provided reliable products for over 150 years. Our engineers continually refine existing products, adding features and incorporating the newest technologies. This constant evolution of products ensures that FRICK will deliver customer satisfaction by providing the most technologically advanced equipment in the industry.

As we make changes to improve the performance of current products, our engineers ensure that these improvements can be applied to previous installations. This allows continual upgrades to existing equipment and enables you to keep your FRICK equipment current.

Efficiency and savings you can count on from...

Contact your FRICK® Factor for more information.